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Tips for Remote Learning
Students still need instruction, coaching, and guidance when it comes 

to learning, reading, and creating in digital spaces. They are ready 
and willing to learn about new tools and even to support teachers 

in learning about tools, but they need to be taught how to use 
devices in a way that amplifies positive learning experiences.

—Kristin Ziemke and Katie Muhtaris, Read the World 

We acknowledge that each school is working through the challenges of teaching during 
COVID-19 in its own ways. These tips are intended to help navigate the teaching of 
reading during remote learning, but we kept them general so that each teacher might see 
space for themselves to put these tips into action. We understand that this is in no way an 
equitable situation for all teachers or students and that there is no single answer to what 
teaching should look like in this moment. We do know that connections matter more 
than ever; trust your ability to build relationships with your students online.
On the following pages, we include tips for several processes:

  setting up and nurturing independent reading remotely

  managing the classroom library and providing access to books

  creating an inviting online classroom environment

  gauging and nurturing engagement remotely

  gauging and nurturing talk remotely

  holding discovery conferences

  holding intention conferences

  holding impact conferences

Tips for Setting Up and Nurturing 
Independent Reading Remotely

  The benefits of independent reading, shared reading, and the read-aloud are 
well established. Take comfort in and maintain these familiar structures while 
teaching remotely. Thoughtfully layering these experiences by using connected 
texts contributes to students’ individual growth as well as supports exposure to the 
curriculum. If online platforms are not an option, send a letter home that includes 
information and tips for reading independently at home. Support students and 
their families with regular emails and phone calls.

  The principles of independent reading remain the same: time plus choice plus talk 
plus teacher support equals impactful independent reading. Independent reading 
during remote instruction should not be relegated to something that students can 
do on their own or a homework assignment. We cannot assume that students are 
reading independently or that they have access to books. 
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  Maintain the structure of reading workshop (minilesson, independent reading, 
share) using online video platforms in order to provide time for independent 
reading. After the minilesson, invite students to stay on the screen so they have 
a sense of a reading community. Develop a routine for the end of independent 
reading that includes a way for students to share. If online platforms are not an 
option, try making phone calls to work with each student and family to create 
structures at home that prioritize and nurture independent reading time.

  Support student choice of reading material. If students have access to online 
sources, take the time to familiarize students with how to access those resources 
and teach students specific strategies for selecting reading material online. 
Do not limit students by level. Take a broad view of what constitutes text, 
honoring multiple literacies and working to maintain a stance of nonjudgmental 
relentlessness. As we enter students’ homes and lives in these new digital ways, 
checking implicit bias becomes more critical than ever. 

  Continue to develop student partnerships or book clubs that interact virtually on 
a regular basis, providing opportunity for talk. Develop expectations and routines 
for whole-class conversations, book club conversations, and partner conversations, 
including specific instruction that grows students’ capacity to talk. Participating 
in a conversation online is different than doing so in person and merits specific, 
intentional instructional support. If you are unable to utilize digital meeting 
platforms, creating group email exchanges about students’ independent reading 
is an option. Take time to provide models for these exchanges and give regular 
feedback to support students’ ability to share their thinking in this way.

  Rely on the structure that is proven to yield instructional benefits: individualized 
feedback. This means keeping minilessons short, crisp, and clear in order to prioritize 
conferring. Teacher support of independent reading via one-on-one conferring can be 
as powerful online as it is in person. One-on-one conferring can take place using a 
digital platform when available or can take the form of a regularly scheduled phone 
call when these platforms are not available. Follow the cycle of conferring. A note 
about timing: an online conference takes a little longer than a classroom conference, 
as you will first want to chat and find out how the student is doing. 

Tips for Managing the 
Classroom Library and 
Providing Access to Books

  Create and maintain a virtual classroom library alongside your students. The 
power of student participation and agency to increase engagement endures online. 
Asking students to contribute ideas or create entire collections of books for the 
class promotes a shared ownership of the virtual collection. 

  If a virtual library is not possible, one option is to take advantage of systems that 
are already in place, such as bus routes, to deliver and exchange books. Gather a 
collection of books for each student. In addition, hold regular phone calls with 
students to get to know them as readers and provide individualized support. 
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  Choice leads to increased student engagement in text. Open up space in the 
virtual classroom library for a wide variety of multimodal texts, honoring the 
broad scope of multiple literacies. 

  As in a physical classroom library, inclusiveness matters. 

  Continue to use data about reading levels responsibly as a guide to text 
complexity, not a student label.

  Accessing and choosing virtual texts feels different from sitting on a classroom 
floor surrounded by books. Model the process and logistics of choosing texts. 
Teachers who set up meeting times with groups or individuals to support them 
with book choice found that the payoff was huge, as students were able to 
maintain their reading lives. 

Tips for Creating an Inviting 
Online Classroom Environment

  Allow time for the students to chat to you and one another informally for a few 
minutes at the beginning of the day, much as they would as they walked into the 
classroom each morning. This creates a warm community feel. Establish a clear 
routine for ending the chatting to allow for a smooth transition.

  Continue to create anchor charts in real time alongside students. This might mean 
using chart paper during an online class meeting or using a virtual tool. Make 
all class charts easily available to students via a digital platform so that they can 
access the tools as needed to increase student independence. 

  Be intentional about what students see in your background. If you are teaching 
in your classroom, you can move so that you are teaching reading in the library, 
shared reading in the meeting area, and writing next to the writing center. Display 
charts that relate to what you are currently teaching.

  Be creative with how students share and celebrate their reading with one another. 
Create spaces for book talks, reviews, and responses. In this way, students can 
serve as mentors and inspiration for one another. Invite engagement by asking 
students to respond purposefully to each other. 

Tips for Gauging and Nurturing 
Engagement Remotely

  Continue to kidwatch during independent reading. Note who demonstrates 
outward signs of engagement, using the Reading Engagement Continuum as a 
guide (see Figure 3.1).

  Be mindful of making assumptions. For example, if a child turns their camera off 
during a remote independent reading session, connect with the child to find out 
why instead of assuming that the child is disengaged. 
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  Prioritize small groups and one-on-one conferring over whole-group instruction. 
Students are more likely to participate and feel seen in a small group than in the 
large group. 

  Conduct a whole-class inquiry around what it means to be engaged during remote 
learning. Ask the students to discuss how they know when they are engaged, 
to name any obstacles to engagement, and to think about how they can help 
themselves reengage.

  Be clear with students about how all the parts of the day connect. Students are 
more likely to see parts of the curriculum as disconnected from each other during 
distance learning. This feeling of disconnection can lead to disengagement. 
Consistently remind students that what they did in the read-aloud is similar to 
what they’ll try in the minilesson and independent reading and that what they did 
in word work will help when they write during writing workshop, for example. 

Tips for Gauging and Nurturing 
Talk Remotely

  Continue to kidwatch (and kidlisten) while taking notes during class and small-
group conversations. Having a clear record-keeping system will help you identify 
strengths as well as reflect on opportunities for growth. Pay attention to both the 
content of student talk as well as the moves students make in talk. What patterns 
emerge? How might these patterns influence upcoming instruction for the class, a 
small group, or an individual student?

  Conduct read-alouds in small groups. This allows more students to participate. 

  Confer with partnerships and book clubs around talk.

  If online platforms are not an option for hosting conversations, work with 
families to schedule times for conference calls to allow students to talk with 
teacher support. 

Tips for Holding Discovery 
Conferences

  Use an online platform or a phone call to confer with each student individually. 
Remember that a conference is a conversation, and the original purpose of the 
telephone is to have conversations.

  Focus discovery conferences first on students’ home reading lives, realities, and 
preferences. For example, talk to students about the types of texts they have access 
to and enjoy at home. Where do they like to read and with whom? If possible, 
collaborate with families to create cozy reading spaces. If possible and appropriate, 
post photos of these spaces for the class to view, being mindful of students’ varied 
situations, contributing to the sense of a shared reading community. 
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  Listen to how students construct themselves as readers, including their hopes for 
future reading. How does reading fit authentically in their lives? What is their 
vision for how reading will support their future goals? 

When possible, hold a separate discovery conference with parents or caregivers. What is 
reading like in each home? What sort of support do parents and caregivers need or want? 
How do they view their child as a reader? Work to uncover how students’ vision of them-
selves as readers fits into the larger context of their home life. 

Tips for Holding Intention Conferences

  Hold individual intention conferences via an online platform or over the phone. 
Work to assess what materials children will need to be successful and then work 
to coordinate school resources.

  Work with students to set intentions that honor their reading lives at home. 
Communicate clearly with parents to understand the power and possibility of 
what-if questions to invite engaged student independent reading. Establish 
norms and expectations for how you will support the student with this inquiry 
moving forward. 

Tips for Holding Impact 
Conferences

  Hold individual impact conferences via an online platform or over the phone.

  Consistency and predictability help families ensure that students are ready and 
available remotely. Schedule regular impact conferences with each student. 
In addition, make public office hours when you are available to connect with 
caregivers as needed in between scheduled conference times.

  Continue to check back in after conferences. When using a video conferencing 
platform, place all the students with whom you plan to confer that day in the 
waiting room. Confer with one student and then return them to the waiting 
room, allowing you to check back in easily between conferences. 

Supporting Remote Contributions
  There are a wide variety of platforms that can support remote contributions and 
the ability of other students to interact with the contributions of their peers. 
Rather than feeling as if you need to learn several new platforms, brainstorm the 
possibilities inherent within the platforms you use regularly. Collaborate with 
colleagues; how are they capitalizing on the functionality of common platforms?

  Consider sharing student contributions in email blasts to families. Try strategically 
organizing conference calls in which students can share their new learning with 
peers. When possible and applicable, reproduce student contributions and utilize 
the school office to mail items directly to students’ homes. 
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Trust What Works 
  See this as an opportunity to be your most agentive self. At the time we created this 
resource, there was not yet any conclusive research on what works best for remote 
learning in this context, so we suggest you rely on the solid principles of what works 
best for building relationships, for engagement, and for literacy. Then trust yourself 
and your students to put it in action. What’s the best that could happen?
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